


The Facing Head of Arethusa
One of the Most Famous Ancient Greek Coins

By the Artist Kimon
With a Pedigree Dating Back to 1912

        

179	 Sicily, Syracuse, Dionysios I (c.405-367 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.51g, . Signed on the obverse 
by the artist Kimon, struck c.405-400 B.C. Head of  Arethusa facing, inclined slightly to the left, 
wearing an ampyx upon which is [KIMΩN], and wearing an earring and a necklace, her hair is 
flowing in long curls and from it emerge four dolphins, outside of  the dotted border above are the 
traces of  APEΘOΣA at the edge of  the flan. Rev. [ΣYPAK-OΣIΩN], charioteer, wearing a chiton 
and holding a kentron and the reins, driving a fast quadriga to left, Nike flies above to right to 
crown the charioteer, an upturned column (meta) lies beneath the front two horses, an ear of  barley 
in the exergue (Rizzo pl. XLVIII, 11 (these dies); SNG ANS 288 (these dies); Dewing 846 (these 
dies); Tudeer 81 (29/54); Kraay - Hirmer, pl. 45, 123 (these dies); Boehringer, ‘Rekonstruktion 
des Schatzfundes von Ognina 1923’, SNR 57, 1978, pl. 37, 298 (these dies); H. Cahn, ‘Arethusa 
Soteira’, in Essays Carson-Jenkins, fig 1a (this obverse die)).  An obverse die of  immense classical 
beauty, by one of  the most celebrated of  all master artists from the late fifth century B.C., some 
corrosion and traces of  overstriking on the reverse, cabinet tone, obverse very fine, the reverse 
nearly so, an example of  one of  the most famous ancient Greek coins, extremely rare. $ 55,000 
 
Ex Doubletten der Münzensammlungen des Allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses, Egger, Auction XXXIX, Vienna, 
15 January 1912, lot 99  
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 22 January 1988   
 

This famous coin displays the very finest ability of  the artist Kimon and this pair of  dies is one of  his most 
beautiful creations.  The head of  Arethusa, brought here to the obverse of  the coin and set in stunning facing 
majesty, is outstanding for its feeling of  serene beauty.  Her eyes stare longingly out from the coin, providing the 
viewer with a genuine sense of  the other-worldly.  Then, outside of  this peaceful gaze, the viewer is overwhelmed 
with a surprising amount of  activity.  Her hair flows wildly out behind her and down towards her shoulders and, 
from this busy arrangement, we can see dolphins emerging into view.  These creatures seem almost to be playfully 
moving though the locks of  her hair.  The reverse of  the coin is full of  animation and energy, the quadriga speeding 
to its point of  victory upon which the horses, viewed here in perspective, are rearing and tossing their heads in the 
heat of  the moment.    



180	 Sicily, Syracuse, Dionysios I (c.405-367 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, “La Scapigliata”, 17.14g, . Struck 
c.405-395 B.C. Charioteer, wearing a long chiton, holding a kentron in his right hand and the reins in 
both, driving a fast quadriga to left, Nike flies above to right to crown the charioteer, a dolphin to left in 
the exergue. Rev. [ΣYP]-A-KO-ΣI-[ΩN], head of  Arethusa facing to left, her hair flowing upwards above 
a sphendone, wearing a double-hook earring and a necklace, four dolphins around (Tudeer 103 (35/70); 
SNG ANS 300 (this obverse die); Rizzo pl. XLVIII, 16 (this obverse die)).  Reverse slightly off-centre, 
attractively toned, good very fine. $ 5,000 
 

Purchased from A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd., London, April 1983 



Syracuse Dekadrachm by the Artist Euainetos

 

 

181	 Sicily, Syracuse, Dionysios I (c.405-367 B.C.), Silver Dekadrachm, 43.26g, . Unsigned but by Euainetos, 
c.400-390 B.C. Charioteer, wearing a long chiton and holding a kentron in his right hand and the reins 
in his left, driving a fast quadriga to left, Nike flies above to right to crown the charioteer, in the 
exergue on two steps are a military harness, shield, greaves, cuirass, and an Attic helmet, all connected 
by a horizontal spear. Rev. ΣYPAKOΣIΩN, head of  Arethusa facing to left, wearing a wreath of  reeds, 
a triple-pendant earring and a necklace, four dolphins swimming around, a pellet below her chin 
(Gallatin XXII/J.V.; SNG ANS 375; Rizzo, pl. LIII, 18 (these dies); Dewing 923 (this obverse die)).  
A beautiful and well-struck example, cabinet tone, nearly extremely fine, a famous Sicilian coin and a 
classic of  the ancient Greek series. $ 50,000 
 

Ex Collection of  Ancient Greek Gold and Silver Coins formed by a Foreign Amateur, Glendining & Co., London, 
13 December 1963, lot 159  
 
Euainetos was a contemporary of  the artist Kimon and an extensive series of  beautiful dies were produced by his 
hand.  His work represents the very finest classical style, displaying a wonderful understanding of  proportion and 
naturalism.  The obverse captures a great sense of  believable animation and movement and the reverse is perhaps 
one of  the most instantly recognizable of  all ancient Greek coin designs.  



  

  

182	 Sicily, Syracuse, Dionysios I (c.405-367 B.C.), Gold 100 Litrae, 5.80g, . Struck c.400 B.C. 
ΣY[PAKOΣIΩN], head of  Arethusa facing to left, wearing an earring and a pearl necklace, her hair 
held in a sphendone ornamented with stars, a pellet behind. Rev. Herakles kneeling to right, wrestling 
the Nemean lion (D. Bérend, Le Monnayage d’or de Syracuse sous Denys I, Atti del VIII Convegno 
del Centro Internazionale di Studi Numismatici (Naples, 1983), 14, I, 2 (these dies); SNG ANS 327 
(these dies); BMC 168).  Good very fine and rare. $ 16,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 3 November 1983 

  

  

183	 Sicily, Syracuse, Dionysios I (c.405-367 B.C.), Gold 100 Litrae, 5.79g, . Struck c.400 B.C. ΣYP[AKOΣIΩN], 
head of  Arethusa facing to left, wearing a triple-pendant earring and a pearl necklace, her hair held in a 
sphendone ornamented with stars, a star behind. Rev. Herakles kneeling to right, wrestling the Nemean 
lion (D. Bérend, Le Monnayage d’or de Syracuse sous Denys I, Atti del VIII Convegno del Centro 
Internazionale di Studi Numismatici (Naples, 1983), 17, 4; Dewing 925 (this reverse die); Rizzo, pl. L, 11; 
SNG ANS 330).  Good very fine and rare. $ 16,000 
 

Ex Spink Auction 65, London, 5 October 1988, lot 17



 

 

184	 Sicily, Syracuse, Time of  Timoleon (c.344-317 B.C.), Gold 30 Litrae, 2.14g, . [ZEYΣ] EΛEY-[ΘEPIOΣ], 
Head of  Zeus facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΣYP-A-[KOΣIΩN], pegasos flying to left, A on 
left, three pellets below (SNG ANS 493 (these dies); SNG Lloyd 1440 (these dies); SNG Lockett 995 
(these dies); Boston 451 (these dies)).  A very well-executed head of  Zeus, very fine. $ 3,000 
 

It is possible that the three small pellets on the reverse of  this coin are a mark of  value, indicating that it is worth 
the equivalent of  three silver Corinthian Staters.

           

185	 Sicily, Syracuse, Timoleon and the Third Democracy (c.344-317 B.C.), Silver Hemidrachm, 1.99g, . Head 
of  Athena facing, slightly inclined to left, wearing a crested Attic helmet, three dolphins around. Rev. 
Naked rider on horseback to right (SNG ANS 519; SNG Lloyd 1450 var.; Jameson 854 var.).  Cabinet 
tone, very fine. $ 650

           

186	 Sicily, Syracuse, Timoleon and the Third Democracy (c.344-317 B.C.), Silver 2 Litrae, 1.47g, . ΣYPAKOΣI-
ΩN, Janiform female head, two dolphins on right. Rev. Horse prancing to right, an ear of  barley with a 
stalk above, N below (SNG ANS 518 (these dies); Jameson 855 (these dies)). Old scratches on the reverse 
beneath a cabinet tone, very fine. $ 350



 

 

187	 Sicily, Syracuse, Agathokles (317-289 B.C.), EL 25 Litrae, 3.60g, . Struck c.310-305 B.C. Head 
of  Apollo facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath, his hair flowing in long curls down his neck, a 
bow behind. Rev. ΣYPAK-OΣIΩN, tripod (Jenkins, ‘Electrum Coinage at Syracuse’, in Essays to 
Robinson, Group C (O17/R34); Boston 447 (these die); Jameson 846 (these dies)).  An almost 
invisible crack in flan, extremely fine. $ 5,000

 

 

188	 Sicily, Syracuse, Agathokles (317-289 B.C.), EL 12 ½ Litrae, 1.86g, . Struck c.310-305 B.C. Head of  
Apollo facing to left, wearing a laurel-wreath. Rev. ΣYPAK-OΣIΩN, lyre (Jenkins, ‘Electrum Coinage at 
Syracuse’, in Essays to Robinson, Group A; SNG ANS 617; Jameson 847).  Good very fine. $ 1,750



            

189	 Sicily, Syracuse, Agathokles (317-289 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.05g, . Struck c.310-305 B.C. Head of  
Arethusa facing to left, her hair wreathed with grain, wearing a triple-pendant earring and a necklace, 
three dolphins swimming around, NK below neck. Rev. [Σ]YPAKOΣIΩN (in the exergue), charioteer, 
wearing a long chiton and holding a kentron in his right hand and the reins in his left, driving a fast 
quadriga to left, triskeles above, AI monogram in exergue (M. Ierardi, ‘Tetradrachms of  Agathocles of  
Syracuse’, AJN 7-8, 1995-6, 39 (O7/R22); SNG ANS 639 (this obverse die); Boston 460 (this obverse 
die); SNG Lloyd 1479).  Toned, good very fine. $ 6,000

A Superb Tetradrachm of Agathokles

        

190	 Sicily, Syracuse, Agathokles (317-289 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.13g, . Struck c.310-305 B.C. 
KOPAΣ, Head of  Kore facing to right, wearing a wreath of  grain-ears in her hair, and an earring. Rev. 
AΓA[ΘOKΛEIOΣ], Nike standing to right, erecting a trophy of  arms, triskeles on right (M. Ierardi, 
‘Tetradrachms of  Agathocles of  Syracuse’, AJN 7-8, 1995-6, 122 (O27/R78); SNG ANS 665 (these 
dies); SNG Lloyd 1492 (these dies); SNG Lockett 1003 (these dies)).  Very well-struck, beautiful style, 
lightly toned, extremely fine. $ 15,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 13 February 1985  
 
This coin is of  exceptionally beautiful late classical style and is in a superb state of  preservation.



A 100 Litrai of Wonderful Style

 

  

191	 Sicily, Syracuse, Agathokles (317-289 B.C.), EL 100 Litrai, 6.51g, . Struck c.304-289 B.C. ΣYPAKOΣIΩN, 
laureate head of  Apollo facing to left, a tripod behind. Rev. ΣΩTEIPA, head of  Artemis facing to right, 
wearing a ribbon in her hair, an earring and a pearl necklace, with a quiver over her shoulder, a tripod 
behind (Jenkins, ‘Electrum Coinage at Syracuse’, in Essays to Robinson, Group D, pl. 15, 3 (these dies); 
SNG Lockett 992; Gulbenkian 344).  Light crack in flan, very pretty style, attractively toned, extremely 
fine and rare. $ 40,000 
 

Ex Monnaies et Médailles, Auction 54, Basel, 26 October 1978, lot 132  
Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 33, Zurich, 3 May 1983, lot 245 

            

192	 Sicily, Syracuse, Hiketas (288-278 B.C.), Gold Dekadrachm, 4.24g, . ΣYPAKOΣIΩN, head of  
Persephone facing to left, wearing a wreath of  barley and a pendant earring, a cornucopiae behind. 
Rev. Nike driving a galloping biga to right, a ring above, Θ below horses, EΠIIKETA in the exergue 
(T.V. Buttrey, ‘The Morgantina Gold Hoard and the Coinage of  Hicetas’ NC 1973, p. 10, 4-G, pl. II; 
BMC 433; SNG ANS 777-8; Gulbenkian 345).  Good very fine. $ 6,000 
 

Ex Collection of  Ancient Greek Gold and Silver Coins formed by a Foreign Amateur, Glendining & Co., London, 
13 December 1963, lot 181 



An Excessively Rare 32 Litrai

                                                            

193	 Sicily, Syracuse, Hieron II (275-215 B.C.), Silver 32 Litrai, 27.68g, . Head of  Hieron II facing to left, 
wearing a diadem, a stalk of  barley (?) behind. Rev. BAΣIΛEOΣ / IEPΩNOΣ, Nike, as charioteer, driving 
a galloping quadriga to right, holding a kentron in her right hand and the reins in her left, small E below 
horses (BMC 524; W. Giesecke, Sicilia Numismatica, pl. 24, 7 (this reverse die); Antikenmuseum Basel 
531; McClean 2905 var.; cf. Gulbenkian 353 (quadriga walking)).  A very impressive coin of  almost 
medallic proportions, excellent portrait, dark tone, very fine and excessively rare. $ 20,000



              

194	 Sicily, Syracuse, Hieron II (275-215 B.C.), Silver Oktobol, 5.73g, . Head of  Athena facing to left, 
wearing a crested Corinthian helmet decorated with a serpent, a symbol (spear-head?) behind. Rev. 
IEPΩNOY, Peagsos flying to right, Π below (SNG Lloyd 1541 var.; SNG ANS 868 var.).  Lightly toned, 
extremely fine. $ 1,500 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 20 January 1988

195	 Sicily, Syracuse, Fifth Republic (214-212 B.C.), Silver 16 Litrai, 13.54g, . Laureate head of  Zeus facing 
to left. Rev. ΣYPAKOΣIΩN, Nike, holding a whip and the reins, driving a galloping quadriga to right, 
Σ-Λ below horses, YA in exergue (A. Burnett, ‘The Enna Hoard and the silver coinage of  the Syracusan 
Democracy’, SNR 62, 1983, pl. 8, D 4 (these dies); Jameson 889 (these dies); Boston 483 (these dies); 
Kraay - Hirmer pl. 51, 145 (these dies); BMC 650).  A small die-flaw on neck, lightly toned, about 
extremely fine and rare. $ 12,000 
 

Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 7, Zurich, 7 May 1973, lot 93  
Ex Bank Leu AG, Auction 50, Zurich, 25 April 1990, lot 74



196	 Sicily, Syracuse, Fifth Republic (214-212 B.C.), Silver 12 Litrai, 10.10g, . Head of  Athena facing 
to left, wearing a crested Corinthian helmet, an earring, necklace and an aegis. Rev. ΣYPAKOΣIΩN, 
Artemis standing facing to left, drawing a bow, a hound leaps to left at her feet, ΛY on left (Burnett, 
‘The Enna Hoard and the silver coinage of  the Syracusan Democracy’, SNR 62, 1983, pl. 10, D35 
(these dies)).  Extremely fine. $ 2,800 
 

Purchased from A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd., London, 4 November 1983

SICULO-PUNIC

197	 Siculo-Punic, Panormos (c.425-300 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.95g, . Struck c.405-380 B.C. 
Charioteer, wearing a long chiton and holding a kentron and the reins, driving a galloping quadriga 
to right towards the meta (Ionic column), Nike flies above to left to crown the charioteer, a crayfish 
to right in the exergue. Rev. Head of  Arethusa facing to right, wearing an earring and necklace, three 
dolphins (only two visible) swimming around (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 1, SNR 50, 1971, 
23 (O5’/R21); BMC 5 (these dies); Antikenmuseum Basel 391 (these dies); SNG ANS -).  Old cabinet 
tone, a little softly struck on high point, otherwise good very fine. $ 3,300 
 

Ex Jacques Schulman B.V., Auction 264, Amsterdam, 26 April 1976, lot 5043  
Ex Frank Sternberg, Auction XX, Zurich, 20 April 1988, lot 473  
Ex Jascha Heifetz Collection, Part 2, Superior Galleries, New York, 9 & 10 December 1989, lot 2406  
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 6 April 1990



Queen Dido of Carthage

  

  

198	 Siculo-Punic (c.360 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.28g, . Head of  Queen Dido facing to left, wearing 
an Asiatic headdress, bound with a palmette-embroidered band. Rev. Lion walking to left, its head 
facing, behind which is a date-palm in fruit, the Punic inscription (ShAMMChNT) (the people of  the 
camp) in the exergue (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 271 N (O84/R225) (this 
coin); Rizzo, pl. LXVI, 7 (these dies); B.V. Head, BM Principal Coins, pl. 26, 41 (these dies); Kraay 
- Hirmer pl. 72, 207 (these dies); Kraay, ACGC pl. 51, 876 (these dies)).  Small flaw on the cheek, 
extremely fine, of  the highest artistic style of  the period, extremely rare, a masterpiece. $ 75,000 
 

This coin published in ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, G.K. Jenkins, SNR 56 (1977), p. 62, 271 N, illustrated on pl. 22.  
  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction II, Beverly Hills, 25-26 March 1976, lot 80 (the obverse and reverse are both 
illustrated on the front and back covers of  the catalogue)  
Ex Sotheby’s, London, 26-27 March 1987, lot 367  
  
This coin is struck from superbly engraved dies of  the finest artistic style of  the period and it is generally considered 
to be a true masterpiece of  fourth century Sicilian numismatic art.  It must be assumed that the die engraver was 
a Greek artist of  the highest ability, rather than an invading Carthaginian.  The types of  the coin are however 
distinctly Carthaginian.  The female head on the obverse of  this beautiful coin has traditionally been identified as 
that of  Dido, the founding Queen of  Carthage, who had fled her homeland of  Tyre after her brother Pygmalion 
had murdered her husband.  The lion, symbolic of  the Carthaginians’ African origin, appears on the reverse.  This 
coin is incredibly rare, with only five examples recorded by Jenkins (Coins of  Punic Sicily, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 
271, the other four are in national museums in Berlin, London, Paris and Syracuse.  Another appeared in the Nelson 
Bunker Hunt Collection, Sotheby’s New York, 19 June 1990, lot 96).



Exceptional Classical Style

199	 Siculo-Punic (c.360 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.04g, . Female head (Tanit / Dido?) facing to left, 
wearing an oriental tiara with a neck flap, long locks of  curling hair flow out the side and behind. Rev. 
Punic inscription (S’MMHNT) in the exergue, a lion walking to left, its head facing, a palm-tree in the 
background (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 270 (O83/R224); Gulbenkian 376 
(these dies); SNG Lloyd 1628 (these dies); Rizzo pl. LXVI, 6 (these dies)).  Of  exceptional classical style, 
lightly toned, good very fine to nearly extremely fine. $ 35,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 6 December 1983 



            

200	 Siculo-Punic, ‘RSMLQRT’ (c.360-330 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.03g, .  Charioteer, wearing a long 
chiton and holding a kentron in his right hand and the reins in his left, driving a galloping quadriga to 
right, Nike flies above to left to crown the charioteer, Punic legend (RSMLQRT) (only partially visible) 
in the exergue. Rev. Head of  Arethusa facing to right, wearing a wreath of  grain-ears, a triple-pendant 
earring and a necklace, three dolphins swimming around her (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part I, SNR 
50, 1971, 37 (O14/R28); Jameson 597 (these dies); de Luynes 920 (these dies)).  Well struck on a broad 
flan, outstanding iridescent cabinet tone, very good style, extremely fine. $ 5,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London

            

201	 Siculo-Punic, ‘RSMLQRT’ (c.360-330 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.78g, .  Charioteer, wearing a long 
chiton and holding a kentron in his right hand and the reins in his left, driving a galloping quadriga to 
right, Nike flies above to left to crown the charioteer, Punic legend (RSMLQRT) (only partially visible) 
in the exergue. Rev. Head of  Arethusa facing to right, wearing a wreath of  grain-ears, a triple-pendant 
earring and a necklace, four dolphins swimming around her (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part I, SNR 
50, 1971, 41 (O15/R32); I. Lee, ‘The Silver Coinage of  the Campanian Mercenaries and the Site of  the 
First Carthaginian Mint 410-409 B.C.’, NC 2000, p. 42-3, 57; BMC 7; Gulbenkian 203 (these dies); SNG 
Lockett 744).  Cabinet tone, nearly extremely fine and rare. $ 3,250 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 23 August 1984 



          

202	 Siculo-Punic, Entella (c.345-315 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.62g, . Head of  Arethusa facing to 
left, wearing a wreath of  grain ears, a triple-pendant earring and a necklace, a small shell below her 
chin, four dolphins swimming around. Rev. Horse standing to right on a thick ground line, raising its 
right foreleg, a palm-tree in the background (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 
134 (O45/R120’); Nanteuil 411 (these dies)).  Struck from beautiful dies of  superb style, cabinet 
tone, extremely fine and rare. $ 8,000 
 

Ex Monnaies et Médailles SA, Auction 43, Basel, 12 & 13 November 1970, lot 23

  

  

203	 Siculo-Punic (c.330 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.10g, . Head of  Tanit-Persephone facing to left, 
wearing a barley-wreath, a triple-pendant earring and a necklace, four dolphins swimming around. 
Rev. Horse standing to right, a palm-tree in the background, a crescent above on left, a poppy on the 
exergual line (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 119 (O39/R108); SNG Lloyd 1618 
(these dies)).  Very attractive style, the work of  a talented artist, lightly toned over residual lustre, a small 
mark on cheek, about extremely fine. $ 15,000 
 

Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 30 October 1985 



Beautiful Style

204	 Siculo-Punic (c.320 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.15g, . Head of  Tanit-Persephone facing to left, wearing 
a wreath of  barley, a triple-pendant earring and a necklace. Rev. Horse rearing to right, a palm-tree in the 
background (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 126 (O42/R114); Gulbenkian 363 
(these dies); de Luynes 1422 (these dies)).  Very attractive style, extremely fine. $ 17,500 
 

Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XII, Beverly Hills, 23 & 24 March 1983, lot 34  
Ex Numismatic Fine Arts, Auction XXII, Beverly Hills, 1 June 1989, lot 226 



A Highly Regarded Siculo-Punic Rarity

205	 Siculo-Punic, Machanat (c.320-315 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 17.13g, . Female head (Tanit / 
Dido?) facing to right, wearing a Phrygian tiara, with stiff  radiating pleats, a helmet-like vizor 
and a long neck flap, a few long locks of  hair flowing out behind, and wearing an earring. Rev. 
Punic inscription (S’MMHNT) in exergue, lion prowling to right, its head facing, a palm-tree in the 
background (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 272 (O85/R226); Rizzo pl. 
LXVI, 8 (these dies); Antikenmuseum Basel 562 (these dies); Kraay – Hirmer pl. 73, 208 (these dies)).  
Lightly toned, about extremely fine, rare. $ 40,000 
 

Ex Numismatik Lanz, Auction 30, Munich, 26 November 1984, lot 119



206	 Siculo-Punic, Entella (c.320-300 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.95g, . Head of  Arethusa facing to left, 
wearing a wreath of  grain-ears, a triple-pendant earring and a necklace, four dolphins swimming around. 
Rev. Horse’s head facing to left, a palm-tree behind, Punic legend (‘MMHNT) below (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  
Punic Sicily’, Part 3, SNR 56, 1977, 169 (O50/R150)). Well-struck in high relief, extremely fine, a scarce 
die combination. $ 14,000



207	 Siculo-Punic (c.300 B.C.), Silver Tetradrachm, 16.38g, . Head of  young Herakles facing to right, wearing 
a lion’s skin headdress. Rev. Horse’s head facing to left, a kerykeion before, a palm-tree behind, Punic 
legend (‘mhsbm) below horse’s neck (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 4, SNR 57, 1978, 349 (O112/
R283)).  Extremely fine, a very good example. $ 7,000



A Dekadrachm from the Time of The First Punic War

208	 Siculo-Punic (Time of  the First Punic War, c.264-260 B.C.), Silver Dekadrachm or 5 Shekels, 37.92g, . 
Mint of  Carthage. Head of  Tanit-Persephone facing to left, wearing a grain-wreath and a pendant 
earring. Rev. Pegasos flying to right, Punic legend (B’RST) below (Jenkins, ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 4, 
SNR 57, 1978, 435 (OI’/R5), pl. 17 (this coin); Antikenmuseum Basel 567; SNG Lloyd 1665; Kraay 
– Hirmer pl. 74, 211).  Attractively toned, nearly extremely fine. $ 30,000 
 

This coin published in ‘Coins of  Punic Sicily’, Part 4, G.K. Jenkins, SNR 57, 1978, p. 41, 435, illustrated on pl. 17.  
 

From the Palermo Hoard of  1958  
Purchased from Spink & Son Ltd., London, 20 February 1984
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